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Mars (1564): the initial archaeological investigations of a great
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Before the Swedish warship Mars exploded and sank in action against a combined Danish and Lübeckian fleet in 1564, it was
one of the largest ships in the world. In 2011 the wreck was relocated off the island of Öland in the Baltic Sea. Thanks to the
favourable conditions in the brackish water, about two thirds of the hull is preserved on the sea bottom, including the stern with
the large sterncastle. The aim of this article is to present initial archaeological observations and results of work since 2011. We
briefly describe the historical context and research perspectives regarding this wreck.
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I n the summer of 2011 the wreck of the Swedish
King Erik XIV’s flagship was relocated at a water
depth of 75 m, 12 nautical miles north-east of the

island of Öland in the central Baltic Sea (Fig. 1).Mars,
sometimes also referred to asMakalös (Matchless) was
larger than any other contemporary or earlier vessel
on the Baltic (Anderson, 1939: 2, 96–299; Ekman,
1939: 5–10). The ship sank practically new on 31
May, 1564, after a fierce battle against the combined
Danish-Lübeckian navy.

Archaeological fieldwork has been carried out at
the site since its discovery. The aim of this article
is to describe this work, present some initial results,
explain the historical context, and touch on some of
the research perspectives that could be addressed in
connection to Mars. More detailed analysis of the hull
structure, as well as the interpretations of the loose
finds, artillery and so forth, are in progress and will be
presented and published at a later stage.

Historical background
In the early 16th century, Denmark, Norway and
Sweden were still officially unified under the same king.
In the early 1520s, a Swedish nobleman, whomwe today
know as Gustav Vasa, led a successful uprising against
the union andwas later crowned king of an independent
Sweden in 1523. During the first half of the 16th
century Gustav Vasa established a modern Swedish
state administration, with a permanent tax system,

a state-controlled reformed church and a permanent
navy. Whereas medieval navies mostly consisted of
large merchant ships converted for war use and often
borrowed or gathered together from noblemen and
cities for a specific conflict or war, Early Modern
navies were becoming state institutions. Similar state-
formation processes were going on in several other
European countries during this period, the Tudor reign
in England is one example (for a thorough discussion,
see Glete, 1993, 2002, 2010).

The first ships of this navy had already been bought
from Lübeck during the rebellion against Denmark,
one of which has been found and investigated in the
Stockholm archipelago (see Adams and Rönnby, 1996,
2013). After the coronation, Gustav Vasa built his
own warships in several places along the Swedish east
coast and in Finland. In 1530 his shipbuilders finished
the first new large ship, named Stora Kraveln (The
Great Carvel) and, in 1554, a second, Elefanten (The
Elephant), which served as his last flagship (Ekman,
1939: 5–10, 1942: 89–99; Adams, 2013: 88–91).

When Gustav Vasa died in 1560 he was succeeded
by his eldest son, Erik. The authority of the Vasa
dynasty was still questioned, not least by the Danes,
who regarded them as simple usurpers. To prove them
wrong Erik called himself King Erik the XIV, asserting
that he had 13 mighty royal ancestors, many of whom
were fabrications.

King Gustav Vasa had been a largely self-educated
man with strong roots in medieval conditions and
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Figure 1. Location Map. (Niklas Eriksson)

power structures. He had ruled his new kingdom
rather as a landlord administered his farm. His son,
Erik XIV, however, received a modern Renaissance
education, spoke Latin and several other languages,
played music, and studied European politics. King Erik
has been proposed as the perfect real-life counterpart
of Machiavelli’s Prince (Andersson, 1993: 167–173).

Erik XIV had strong ambitions both for himself and
the country. To marry strategically was a part of his
plan. For example, he tried to convinceQueen Elizabeth
of England that he was the perfect match for her and
sent his brother in one of his best warships, St Erik, to
London to plead his case.

One way to strengthen the economy of the country
and enforce Sweden’s position was to get better control
over trade on the Baltic Sea and to tax foreign ships.
This required large warships. The keel of Mars was
laid at Björkenäs shipyard in 1561 and the ship was
launched two years later. The master shipwright
was the experiencedHolgerdOlsson, who seems to have
been of Swedish origin—he is mostly called Master
Hollinger in the documents—and who was involved in
the construction of most of Sweden’s large ships in this
period. The sources make it clear that the king took an
active interest in the building process and had opinions
on many matters (Ekman, 1939: 5–10, 1942: 89–99;
Rönnby and Sjöblom, 2015). For instance, he decided
that the new ship should be named after the Romanwar
godMars. When the great ship was ready in the autumn
of 1563, it was not only an impressive machine of war,
but it can also be seen as a physical expression of the
young Swedish state-builder’s reign and ambitions.

King Erik’s ruthless politics and his claim for
dominion over the Baltic Sea challenged the trade
interests of both Denmark and the Hanseatic city of
Lübeck. As a result, the Nordic Seven Years’War broke

out in 1563. It was a hard and cruel war, both on land
and at sea, and the civilian population on both sides
suffered badly. When the war ended in 1570, there was
no clear winner; instead, it initiated a long period of
conflict in the Baltic region. Sweden was in fact engaged
in war most of the time up until 1720 (for an overview,
see Frost, 2000).

The battle
In the spring of 1564 the Swedish navy consisted
of 38 ships, of which 16 were large warships (Glete,
2010: 150). The largest ship was the Mars, under the
command of Admiral Jacob Bagge. At the end of
May, the Swedish warships met the allied Danish-
Lübeckian fleet north of Öland. The 1500s were a
period of transition for naval warfare. Boarding tactics,
where warring ships came together to enable man-to-
man fighting, were slowly replaced by regular artillery
battles, where ships fired on each other from a distance.
The events off Öland in the spring of 1564 are
illustrative of this transition.

The battle lasted for two days. Written accounts
from the Danish Admiral Herulf Trolle, as well as the
Swedish Admiral Jacob Bagge, provide a concordant
description of the course of events. On the first day,
30 May, the Swedes managed to damage the Danish
flagship Fortuna badly and to sink the Lübeckian ship
Alte Bark (‘the Old Bark’, in Swedish sources called
Långe barken ‘the Long Bark’) using the heavy artillery
aboard Mars (Ekman and Unger, 1942: 177; Sjöblom,
2009: 38–47; Glete, 2010: 150). After disengaging and
resting overnight, the fleets resumed hostilities the
following morning. The Swedish ships had become
dispersed due to bad weather and Mars was attacked
on its own.

As Mars was attacked with incendiaries, fire broke
out and the Swedish Admiral struck the flag. The ship
was boarded by 300 Lübeckers aiming to have shares
of the prize. The fire reached the powder magazine
and there was a massive explosion. According to eye-
witnesses the ship’s foremast flew straight up in the air,
like a crossbow bolt. The great warship sank to the
bottom very quickly, leaving a huge yellow cloud at the
surface (Ekman and Unger, 1942: 178).

The sinking of Erik XIV’s ‘Matchless’ new ship was
a celebrated triumph for the allied forces, which were
not slow to use it for propaganda purposes. Pamphlets
describing the victory over the giant Swedish ship were
soon in print (Ekman and Unger, 1942: 177). However,
no contemporary documents reveal clear indications
of how large Mars really was. Over the past 400
years there has been much speculation regarding the
ship’s impressive dimensions. According to aLübeckian
chronicler ‘Die Herren von Hövel’ the ship was
‘10 ft longer than the church of St Peter in that city’ (see
Ekman, 1939: 5–10 for references, also Anderson 1939:
296–299). The same goes for the number of guns aboard
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this gigantic ship. Some state that it had just over 100
guns (Glete, 2010: 534), others say 125 (Bechstadius,
1734: 134) several mention 173 (Tornqvist, 1788: 34;
Kuylenstierna, 1908: 40), while others indicate as many
as 200 (Dalin, 1760: 583).

Fieldwork 2011–2015
As the ship and its loss have had a prominent position
in the history books, and as the large number of bronze
cannon would be worth a fortune if salvaged and
sold on the open market, people have been searching
for the wreck for many years. But, as the battle
took place far out at sea, it was not until 2011 that
the company Ocean Discovery, after spending many
years on systematic searching with sidescan sonar,
finally located it. Divers confirmed the presence of a
huge wooden wreck with many cast-bronze cannon,
together with a few wrought-iron pieces. A first brief
survey of the site was made using ROVs in the
autumn of 2011. The video recorded was processed to
provide a preliminary sketch plan of the site (Eriksson,
2012a: 7–15, 2012b: 10–13, 2016; Rönnby, 2012). The
fieldwork since has been carried out in collaboration
with The Maritime Archaeological Research Institute
at Södertörn University (MARIS), the marine survey
company MMT, Ocean Discovery and Deep Sea
Productions, which has made a television documentary
(Holmlund et al., forthcoming). Important research
partners have also been Southampton University,
Västervik Museum and The Swedish Defense College.

Even if a significant portion of the hull and a vast
quantity of archaeological information still survive on
the seabed, reconstructing the ship is quite a challenge.
It is a huge wreck-site resting in total darkness at a
depth of 75 m. Extensive diving, using mixed gas and
mostly rebreathers, has been carried out for filming
and photogrammetry (Fig. 2). This documentation
has proved valuable for archaeological analysis, but
also very suitable for exhibitions and museum displays
(Fig. 3).

Drawing on experience from another deep wreck, the
so-called ‘Ghost Ship’ project (Eriksson and Rönnby,
2012), most of the archaeological documentation
has been carried out using video from ROVs and
with different acoustic methods (for a methodical
discussion concerning the use of video film for ship-
documentation see Eriksson, 2014a: 37–52). Hull-
mounted multibeam sonars have also been used over
the site, but also bottom-based acoustic scanning, so-
called BlueView (see Holmlund, 2014: 4–9; Holmlund
et al., forthcoming).

The great benefit with the BlueView technique is the
vast quantity of data that it collects during fieldwork. It
is thus possible to go back into this material to measure
different features, to carry out analysis long after the
fieldwork has ended, and to extract information as
queries arise while writing about the wreck (Fig. 4).

Artefacts and other objects have been mapped,
but the fieldwork has mainly focused on collecting
information to enable a reconstruction of the hull. This
includes not just the construction sequence of the hull,
but also the internal space defined by the hull sides,
decks and internal bulkheads. Drawing on studies of
buildings and landscape, such a reconstruction may be
used as a departure point for an understanding of the
hull beyond its technical aspects. A phenomenological
study of a wreck involves trying to reconstruct the
ship and understand it as a structure that encapsulates,
mediates and directs human action (see Eriksson,
2014a). As Mars sank during a fierce battle this ‘space’
is also not just the ‘building’ but also the battlefield, the
chaotic environment during a fierce naval action in the
16th century.

The wreck
The remains on the seabed underscore the violent
events as the ship sank, as the forward portion of
the hull was nearly destroyed. What remains of the
heavily framed ship is broken up into three more-
or-less coherent parts, consisting of the lower hull,
the starboard side and the port side (Fig. 5). Survey
results suggest that the hull broke into these three
pieces while it was still on the surface. When the hull
made contact with the seabed it listed to starboard (for
more details regarding the hull of Mars, see Eriksson,
2012a, 2012b, 2013, 2014b, 2016, see also Adams, 2013:
90–91).

The keel is visible in the lowest part of the hull. It is
broken and the foremost portions of the keel are found
on the seabed astern of the ship. A small part of the
stemhas been located on the seabed approximately 60m
from the port side.

From a Scandinavian horizon, Mars is an early
example of carvel construction (see Adams, 2003;
2013), and the ship reveals some construction features
that are unusual in later ships. One peculiarity is
the battens that are placed over the seams on the
inside of the planking to hold the caulking in place
(Fig. 6). Archival material mentions that Mars was
‘fullattat’ (fully lathed, meaning that there were battens
all over the hull) (Ekman, 1942: 96). A parallel to this
constructional feature is found in the Elefanten, Gustav
Vasa’s ship built between 1554 and 1559, which sank
in shallow water the same year as Mars. Elefanten was
archaeologically surveyed in the 1930s (Ekman, 1942:
89–99).

Similar battens have been observed on other
flush-planked hulls from the 16th century, such
as, for instance, the so-called ‘Wittenberg Wreck’
(Stanek, 2011: 31–36, 46–50), the ‘Mukran Wreck’
(Förster, 1999:12–21) as well as the ‘Darss 44’
(Pers. Comm archaeologist Mike Belasus, Deutsches
Schiffahrtsmuseum, autumn 2015). As with Elefanten,
the majority of the frames on Mars are made of
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Figure 2. a)Diver outside the starboard side. Note the bronze cannon sticking out from a gun-port of the upper gun-deck and
the channel wale; b) diver underneath the coherent port side in the stern. (Kirill Egerov)
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Figure 3. a) Photogrammetry of the coherent port side; b) photogrammetry of a portion of the starboard side. The muzzles of
the two cannon are resting in the gun-ports of the lower gun-deck. (Ingemar Lundgren)

compass timbers, which are scarfed, but not fastened,
together.

Mars has three wales just above the waterline. The
planking is butt joined, whereas the wales are joined
with hooked scarfs. In the same way as on the hull
of Elefanten, every third strake in Mars’s bottom
planking is thicker. Another feature that Mars shares

with Elefanten is the round tuck stern, where the
planking ends on a beam at the head of the sternpost, a
timber usually called the wing transom on ships built
in following centuries. The beam itself is decorated
with an ornament reminiscent of cordage that runs
along the outline of the timber (Fig. 7). The wing
transom is shaped to accommodate the two gun-ports
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Figure 4. a) Blueview mosaic showing the wreck-site from outside the starboard side; b) Blueview mosaic showing the wreck-
site from above. (Joakim Holmlund/MMT)

that housed the stern chasers placed on the orlop.
Above the transom beam is the counter and the flat
transom. An illustration in a Danish manuscript on
artillery, signedRudolf vanDeventer and dated to 1585,

depicts a Swedish ship and a Danish ship in action.
It reveals a stern that is identical to both Mars and
Elefanten (Det Kongelige Bibliotek, Køpenhavn/Royal
Library Copenhagen) (Fig. 8). It is not too far-fetched
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Figure 5. Preliminary site plan. A: keel, B: rudder, C: wales, D: ports from the lower gun-deck, E: ports from the upper gun-
deck, F: aperture to the orlop, G: knees from the quarter deck, H: knees from the poop, I: knees from the upper gun-deck, J:
channel wale bracket found loose, K: loose upper gun-deck, L: large cannon (same as shown in Fig. 4), M: capstan, O: pump
dale, P: exhaust hole for pump dale, Q: hole for the main sheet. (Niklas Eriksson)
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Figure 6. a) Principal sketch showing the system of battens to hold the caulking in place (Jon Adams after Carl Ekman); b)
sketch of the foremost part of the coherent port side. Note the notches in the scarf-jointed frames and the hook-jointed wales.
(Jon Adams)

Figure 7. a) Sketch showing the appearance of Mars’ stern. Note how the planking ends towards an ornamented wing transom
above the gun-ports pointing aft (Niklas Eriksson); b) Mars rounded stern is still coherent. Note the sternpost and the gun-port
for the starboard stern-chaser, placed on the orlop. Note the transom beam with notches for the gun-ports. (Tomasz Stachura)

to suggest that the picture was intended to depictMars’
final battle.

Hull and deck levels
The initial ROV survey of the wreck provided some
results regarding the general layout of the hull. When

looking at the site plan (Fig. 5) the most conspicuous
part is the coherent port side. Two rows of gun-ports
reveal that Mars had two nearly complete gun-decks
running from stem to stern, which makes Mars a two-
decker. Six gun-ports are preserved on the lower deck.
They have the usual square shape, but are relatively
small, 0.7–0.75 m, considering that the heaviest artillery
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Figure 8. Illustration from a Danish manuscript, signed Rudolf van Deventer 1585, showing a Swedish ship in action with a
Danish ship. Note the round stern, where the planking ends towards the transom beam. (Det Kongelige Bibliotek, Köpenham/
Royal Library Copenhagen)

on board was placed here. They are irregularly placed
on the hull side and the interval ranges from 1.85 to
3.4 m.

The ports of the middle deck are much smaller, only
0.44–0.55 m wide. The upper edge of the ports are
rounded, which indicate that they were not equipped
with the conventional gun-port lids, with hinges on
their upper edge. Similar ports are visible on several
late medieval pictures of large fighting ships, as well as
in some of the drawings in Matthew Baker’s Fragments
of Ancient Shipwrightry (Pepys Library 2820). Just as
with the ports on the lower gun-deck, these ports are
irregularly distributed along the hull. These ports are
generally placed at a shorter interval, between 1.45 and
2.55m. The irregularity means that some of the ports of
the middle deck are placed just above the ports of the
lower deck. The absence of ports towards the stern is
noticeable and might be because these were the officers’
quarters.

The absence of ports may also have to do with the
type of gun carriages used aboard Mars. As described
in more detail below, the carriages are two-wheeled and
thus require more deck space behind them than the
conventional four-wheeled version.

Underneath the two gun-decks is the orlop, which
served as a dry storage area. The aftermost portion of
the hold is very well preserved and reveals undisturbed
contexts with, for example, supplies of rolls of lead
used to repair leaks in the hull and moulds for casting
shot. The galley was located amidships, down in the
hold. It has disintegrated, but the scattered remnants of
bricks, pottery, and storage casks suggest it was located
before the mainmast. Underneath the aftermost port of
the lower deck there is a rectangular message port or
scuttle.

Deck knees and shelf clamps, preserved in situ along
the starboard side, reveal that the stern castle had a

half-deck running from the mainmast to the stern. In
the aftermost part of the stern castle, Mars also had a
poop.

Rig
In the late 1500s the largest ships often had up to four
masts. Written sources do not explicitly mention how
many masts Mars had, but they do reveal that the ship
had five tops and also describe the sails. ThusMars had:

‘the mainsail, with its bonnet, the main topsail, and the
main topgallantsail. The foresail with its bonnet, the fore
topsail and its topgallantsail. Mizzen with its bonnet and
topsail, and the spritsail and its bonnet’ (‘Storskönwalen,
med dess Bonett. Stormärsseglet, och Öfver-Märsseglet.
Focke Schönwalen med dess Bonett, Förmärsseglet och dess
Öfvermärssegel Mezan med dess Bonett och märssegel, och
Blindan med dess Bonett’, quoted in Tornqvist 1788: 34,
author’s translation).

Taken together the source indicates that Mars had
three masts, which seems to have been the common
practice in the Swedish navy at this time. The ship
Neptunus, launched two years after Mars sank and
of the same size, also had three masts (Rönnby and
Sjöblom, 2015: 18). The same is seen in Deventer’s
painting (Fig. 8).

No remains of the masts themselves have been
located at the site, but there are several structural
features that reveal their original dimensions and
locations in the hull. One of the mainmast partners has
been found loose. It reveals that themast had a diameter
of c.1.2 m at deck level. The channel is preserved in its
original position on the starboard side. A bracket for
the channel is also preserved in its original position on
the port side and reveals that the channel ran from the
mainmast all the way to the stern.
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Figure 9. Cross section showing the construction of Mars’
hull and sterncastle. A: rider futtock, B: knee supporting the
half-deck, C: upper gun-deck beam,D: lower gun-deck beam,
E: top timber, F: gun-wale, above which the sterncastle was
clinker built. (Niklas Eriksson)

The purpose of the channel was to give a greater
spread to the shrouds, which were fastened to the hull
with chains and anchored to the hull with iron bolts.
As shown on several images of ships from the 16th
century and earlier, the channels were strengthened
by standards, or vertically oriented timbers. On Mars
standards are placed just abaft each lower deck gun-
port. One was recovered for detailed documentation
as it contributes information on the curvature of the
hull amidships, as well as the dimensions of the wales
(Fig. 9).

Other fittings that belong to the rigging machinery
are a knight with two of its three bronze sheaves still in
place (Fig. 10a). A capstan equipped with whelps at two
deck levels has been observed (Fig. 10b).

Reconstructions
Even if the site appears disordered and confusing
at first sight, there is a certain logic in the pile of

frames, beams, planks, guns, loose artefacts and human
remains. The deck levels are piled on top of each other,
which means stratigraphic relationships between the
structural elements can be discerned. The dimensions
of the different parts reveal which deck level they
derive from. The beams of the gun-deck are thicker
than the ones in the half-deck, which are thicker
than the beams from the poop. It is thus possible
to establish the original location of the loose timbers
even if they are found somewhat out of their primary
position.

A few loose timbers were brought to the surface
for more detailed documentation. The timbers were
selected as they were considered informative of the
cross-sectional shape and construction of the hull. After
recovery, the itemswere taken to the VästervikMuseum
and placed in a pool in the middle of their Mars
exhibition. They were thus put on display immediately
after lifting and the archaeological recording has
been carried out in front of the museum’s visitors.
Together the raised timbers provide a good impression
of the ship’s cross-sectional construction and hull shape
(Fig. 9).

The sterncastle is of particular interest. Mars was
built, used and sunk, during a period of transition in
naval warfare, a shift from boarding tactics to greater
reliance on gunnery (Rodger, 1996: 301–324; cf. Glete,
2000: 17–39). Mars carried heavy artillery on the lower
deck, but was also equipped with a high, carrack-
type sterncastle of a type associated with medieval
boarding tactics. Much of the sterncastle is preserved.
Along the starboard side, the rider futtocks and top
timbers, which supported the sides of the sterncastle,
are preserved in situ, while their counterparts from
the port side were found loose. One of the loose rider
futtocks was raised. It has a hanging knee still attached
for the half-deck, notches for shelf clamps, nail holes
and so on, structural features that provide several clues
as to the height between decks, dimensions of the
individual timbers and cross-sectional hull shape. On
top of the raised rider futtock there is an attached top
timber.

WhereasMars’s lower hull is carvel built and heavily
framed with compass timbers up to the planksheer,
the sterncastle is of a much lighter construction. The
sterncastle may be regarded almost as a clinker-planked
structure on its own, standing on top of the carvel-built
hull.

The recovered timbers provide a glimpse of the
sequence of construction. When the carvel-built hull
was finished and the rider futtocks were attached, seven
or eight top timbers were erected and attached to the
hull on each side with iron bolts. These top timbers were
attached to the rider futtocks and rested on top of the
planksheer and the uppermost end of the frames (see
Fig. 9).

The top timbers provided the supporting structure
for the clinker-laid planking that covered the sides
of the sterncastle. Among the loose timbers from
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Figure 10. a) The knighthead. Note the pump dale to the right; b) the large capstan. (Ingemar Lundgren)

the sterncastle there are several frames shaped to fit
the clinker planking. These are resting on top of the
planksheer and the end of the frames of the carvel-built
hull. These appear to have been inserted in between
the top timbers, after the clinker planking was finished.
The procedure thus has several similarities with the
construction of a shell-first clinker hull (Hasslöf,
1988).

The situation with a lightly built sterncastle on top
of a heavily built carvel hull corresponds well with
accounts of the Spanish Armada that attacked England
in 1588. A witness observed that:

‘the upper work ( . . . ) was of a thickness and strength
sufficient to bear off musket shot. The lower work and the
timbers there of were out of measure strong, being framed
to planks and ribs four or five foot in thickness, insomuch
that no bullets could pierce them’ (quoted in Hough, 1969:
94).

The bow and forecastle is especially challenging to
reconstruct as a result of the explosion that sankMars.
Several parts belonging to the foremost part of the ship
have been relocated dispersed around the site. A portion
of the stem is resting on the seabed almost 60 m to port
of the coherent portside.

Armament
During the 16th century, medieval wrought-iron
breech-loaded guns were gradually replaced by
cast-bronze muzzle-loaded guns, although smaller
wrought-iron guns were occasionally used in the
following centuries as well. According to recent
archival research, 112 bronze guns of different sizes
were taken aboard Mars. Besides these, the ship was
equipped with four rather large wrought-iron pieces.

Arming an Early Modern warship was even more
expensive than building the ship, but the cost was
spread over a longer period of time. A large number of
bronze guns are scattered all over the wreck-site. What
is most striking is perhaps the varying size of these
barrels, from the largest weighing around 4.1 tonnes
to the smallest weighing less than 100 kilos (Sjöblom,
2012: 16–18, 2013: 26–34).

Two guns have been raised from the wreck. Large
guns could be used for more than a century. For
instance the Swedish ship HMS Kronan, wrecked in
1676, was armed with a large number of trophy cannon.
Several of these were more than 100 years old when the
ship sank (Einarsson, 1997: 215). In the 17th century,
emphasis shifted to heavier guns and large numbers of
older, small-calibre guns were melted down and recast
into guns of more operational calibres (cf. Törnqvist,
2006: 167–175). The really unusual guns from Mars
are thus the small ones, as they are less likely to have
survived to our time if the ship had returned to the naval
base.

Small guns, falcons and similar, have been found
on several other wrecks that reveal that breech-loaded
bronze versions were in use in the Mediterranean and
elsewhere from the late medieval period onwards (cf.
Beltrame and Ridella, 2011). The falcons observed on
theMarswreck-site are all muzzle-loaded. One of these
was retrieved during fieldwork (Fig. 11). The c.1.55 m-
long barrel has a bore of c.30 mm and weighs 92 kg.
It is equipped with King Erik XIV’s coat of arms on
the breech. The barrel is unusual in the sense that it
lacks trunnions for it to rest in either a carriage or a
swivel of the conventional type. The only feature that
reveals anything of its attachment is a small lug on the
lower side. The Swedish Army Museum has depictions
of similar guns that were melted down in the 18th
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Figure 11. a) Drawing of the small bronze gun-raised from the wreck. Note the small bracket on the lower side of the barrel,
(Niklas Eriksson); b) the same gun during conservation. (Ebba Phillips)

century. These have a square hole in the lug suggesting
they were attached to a stock rather than a swivel
(Swedish Army Museum Inv. nr AMA.0005842). This
might have been the case on the gun raised from Mars
as well.

The cascabel has a square hole in its end, which is
surrounded by concretion and rust. It thus was fitted
with an iron tiller used for aiming the gun. A small
bracket, placed just beside the touchhole most likely
derives from a vent cover.

A larger gun, measuring c.3.6 m in length, weighing
nearly 1700 kg and with a bore of 110 mm, was also
raised. It was found broken in two and was brought to
the surface mainly for exhibition purposes, while the
damage it displays is indicative of the inferno of the
‘battlefield’ on board (Fig. 12). The large barrels from
Mars are generally very similar to the bronze cannon in
use during the following centuries.

The gun carriages, however, are of a different, more
archaic design, and not of the kind we usually associate
with sea-ordnance. It is a surprise to observe that all
gun carriages aboard Mars appear to be of a two-
wheeled type, which is commonly associated with field
artillery (Fig. 13). Aboard Mary Rose, for instance,
which sank 19 years before Mars, the bronze guns
are placed in four-wheeled carriages, whereas two-
wheeled carriages carry wrought-iron guns (cf. Hildred,
2011).

One gun carriage, with one of its wheels, has been
retrieved from Mars (Fig. 14). The gun carriage is just
over 2.5 m long and consists of two parallel planks.
Traces of the ironwork are visible as stains on the
surface of the wood, which is charred due to the fire that
raged while the ship sank. Judging from its location on
the wreck-site, the gun carriage originally carried one
of the stern chasers, which were pointing aft through
the ports underneath the wing transom on the orlop.
The barrel that originally sat in this carriage has not

Figure 12. The larger cannon was found broken in two.
(Ingemar Lundgren)

been relocated, hence we do not know the size ofMars’s
stern chasers. The 3.6m-long barrel that has been raised
is too small for this carriage, so the stern chasers must
have been bigger.
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Figure 13. More than 100 bronze guns are scattered over the wreck-site. The majority appears to have been mounted into
two-wheeled gun carriages. (Ingemar Lundgren)

The great length of the gun barrels, especially when
placed in a two-wheeled carriage, would have demanded
a lot of deck space. The absence of gun-ports in the
aftermost part of Mars’s hull sides, is likely a result of
the guns pointing aft, requiring a lot of deck space to
recoil and be reloaded. One two-wheeled gun carriage
has also been raised from the wreck of the Swedish ship
Solen that sank outside Gdansk in 1627, which suggests
that they were used on later Swedish ships (Smolarek,
1988: 47–86). It is uncertain why the Swedish navy
used two-wheeled carriages during this period, when
other navies were already using carriages with four
wheels.

Future perspectives
This paper has briefly presented some of the
archaeological insights won from the survey of
Mars so far. Mars was built during the 16th-century
arms race for control of the Baltic Sea. During the
following century the sailing warship reached its final
form, with three masts and muzzle-loaded guns in
ports along the sides of the hull. This is the basic
design that fighting ships would keep until the mid
19th century and the innovation of steam power and
rotating gun-turrets.

To an extent, it is when fieldwork ends that the real
archaeology begins. The material collected from the
field expeditions requires a lot more processing and
analysis, and there are a vast number of queries to
continue to explore regarding the ship’s construction.
But we already have a preliminary picture of Erik

XIV’s great warship as presented in this article. Stem
to stern the ship must have been more than 45 m long,
with high castles at both ends. That makes Mars an
example of a kind of huge carrack, of which there
were very few contemporary examples in the world of
1564.

These exceptionally large 16th-century ships are
mostly known from preserved paintings, drawings and
engravings. Sources that reveal the architecture of these
ships, how they were built, how they were used, their
internal spatial arrangements and so forth, are very
rare. Research into the architecture ofMarsmay in this
sense cast new light on the fewmanuscripts, models and
pictures that are preserved.

Studies of Mars are not complete without research
into the historical context, how the evolving Swedish
administration managed to raise the funds to build
greater and greater ships. In terms of general
interpretations beyond the ship reconstruction
(compare Rönnby, 2013b), it is thus possible to
link Mars to a dynamic period in European history
during which Renaissance princes such as Erik were
trying to construct new states and consolidate new
dynastic positions of power. The transition from a
Medieval to a Modern society may be described in a
variety of ways: how it was materialized in the large,
specialized warships provides a maritime perspective of
the process. These new types of man-of-war can, in this
context, be seen as an example of expressed manifest
material culture. The wreck provides a detailed insight
into the nature both of life, warfare and associated
symbolism that is a part of ongoing societal change.
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Figure 14. a) Drawing of the raised gun carriage and wheel (Niklas Eriksson); b) the surface of the raised gun carriage is
charred. It is resting upside down (Ingemar Lundgren); c) the raised wheel. (Ingemar Lundgren)

Mars should be seen in the light on the ambitious king
Erik, andmay thus cast new light of the character of the
princes who were changing Europe in this period. Such
a perspective can be seen as a maritime-archaeological
version of historians’ studies of Machiavelli’s famous
book and of other contemporary mirrors for princes.

Finally, the wreck of Mars is not just the remains
of a ship; it is a well-preserved maritime battlefield
(Fig. 15). Some of the guns are still pointing out of the
gun-ports, the wood is charred from the fire and the hull

is riddledwith shot holes. Further documentation of the
damage to the structure may be used to highlight what
the environment on board an Early Modern warship
during battle was like. Mars may thus provide new
insights into issues related to sea battles, contemporary
tactics and fighting at sea. The opportunity to study
the battlefield space on board Mars might then invite
discussion and reflection regarding various aspects of
killing fellow humans, both on board Early Modern
ships and in general.
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Figure 15. Mars is not only a well-preserved shipwreck, it is the remains of a naval battlefield. Guns protruding out of the upper
gun-deck ports of the starboard side. (Ingemar Lundgren)
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